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N these ‘unprecedented’ lockdown times, many of us

try to cheer ourselves up through comedy gems on tv or

the internet. I found humour, albeit of a different kind,

in the advertisement for a Chief Executive Officer for the

British Horseracing Authority on its website. The ad, saying

queries should be addressed to recruitment consultants SRI

Executive, appears directly above a statement reading:

“Recruitment Companies. If you are a recruitment agency, job

board or consultancy firm please be advised that we don’t use

agencies as we have our own recruitment methods and job

boards.” Eh?

The reader is directed to a ‘Candidate Brief’. It’s not clear

whether this was drafted by the BHA or SRI (‘a boutique

global executive search and accounting firm servicing the

rapidly converging industries of media, content, technology

and sport’), as both their logos appear on the title page. A

shame really, as the authors deserve credit for some items of

content which, albeit unintentionally, amount to comedy gold. 

Nine bullet points under the heading ‘Experience’

encapsulate the ideal candidate. The word ‘racing’ appears in

only two of them. We are told ‘Racing experience is not

essential but is

preferable’, and,

intriguingly, that the

candidate should be

‘capable of

understanding the

intricacies of the racing

industry but also capable

of considering the big

picture’.

The 17 requirements

of a candidate fail to

mention the word ‘racing’ even once. Elsewhere the ad asserts

the candidate must be ‘well-informed, but not dogmatic,

about the key challenges facing the sport’ --  indicating,

surely, that the authorship of the document rests with the

BHA.

If you’re not smiling by now, it’s probably because you are

weeping. And there’s more. The following passage in the ad

sets out a typically negative reading of racing today: “Racing

faces a number of potentially existential threats. Of most

concern presently is the sport’s response and reaction to the

Covid-19 crisis and the huge collateral impact of the current

shutdown. The issue of equine welfare is another primary

concern, allied almost overtly to racing fatalities and growing

opposition to the use of the whip.”

I have not spoken to Mark Johnston or Ralph Beckett about

their calls for outgoing CEO Nick Rust to be removed

immediately, rather than at the end of the year. But I suspect

their motivation was concern at this passive, reactive mood

adopted by the BHA, a body that should champion the cause

of racing and its vital interests.

Mark told BBC Radio on April 27: "The BHA should tell

the government when it is our intention to resume racing,

based on some trigger like the lifting of lockdown. This is not

to suggest racing is a special case or that it can ignore the

government position. Frankly the government has much more

to do than write our plans for us. I believe our industry must

look after itself, make a robust resumption plan and state our

intentions. That gives the government an opportunity, in the

most extreme case, to veto it, which we hope they wouldn't

do, but to question any areas of the plan that concern them.”

This, Mark suggests, contrasts sharply with the BHA’s

passive approach in its dealings with government. With

France (set to resume racing on May 11), Germany and

Ireland making detailed resumption plans, the BHA says its

Medical Officer Dr Jerry Hill ‘is expected to take part in a

series of meetings with the team of the government's chief

medical officer in the coming weeks’. Wow!

Predictably, the BHA board rallied around Rust after news

broke of the Johnston and Beckett emails, even though as

Mark has pointed out, in the real world outgoing CEOs are

rarely kept in situ for a year.

Less predictable was the attack on those two trainers in the

Racing Post by its chief executive Alan Byrne under the

headline: “An ill-judged and ill-timed intervention that will

not hasten racing’s return”. He condemns Mark for failing to

improve things in his

time as a BHA director,

while offering no

evidence for his charge,

and says Beckett

‘doesn’t seem at all short

of things he wants to rail

against, boycott or

petition about’. 

It’s interesting that

Byrne used that word

‘boycott’. Clearly he

hasn’t forgotten Beckett’s role in the prize-money boycotts of

2019, and he seems to imply Beckett had no right to urge his

peers to take action against prize-money cuts.

The Post was notably absent in support of horsemen in that

dispute, and despite occasional words of backing from some

of its columnists, it has failed to urge racecourses to reveal the

full extent of their media rights’ income so that meaningful

negotiations can be had on prize-money. Sadly, the interests

of horsemen are clearly not at the top of the Post’s agenda,

and I suspect they are unlikely to be so under Byrne’s tenure.

S I write this, a leading item on the paper’s website is

the Prime Minister’s warning against a premature end

to the coronavirus lockdown, highlighted I suspect as

some sort of reaffirmation that the BHA is in the right here.

The Post seems to be asking readers: How dare these two

upstart, Classic-winning trainers with the interests of an army

of staff, dozens of owners, and the wider racing and breeding

industries at heart, seek to rock the boat?

Last month I urged you all to celebrate the return of racing

after lockdown. Among other things I suggested you support

the racing media, and buy the Racing Post, even after its

annual (upward) price review. You can consider that final

suggestion to be now well and truly withdrawn.
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